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Abstract. Fake news detection has become a research area that goes
way beyond a purely academic interest as it has direct implications on
our society as a whole. Recent advances have primarily focused on text-
based approaches. However, it has become clear that to be effective one
needs to incorporate additional, contextual information such as spreading
behaviour of news articles and user interaction patterns on social media.
We propose to construct heterogeneous social context graphs around
news articles and reformulate the problem as a graph classification task.
Exploring the incorporation of different types of information (to get an
idea as to what level of social context is most effective) and using different
graph neural network architectures indicates that this approach is highly
effective with robust results on a common benchmark dataset.

Keywords: Fake News Detection · Social Media Networks · Graph Ma-
chine Learning

1 Introduction

Detecting online information disorders is an important step to guarantee free
expression and discourse, e.g. [7]. A traditional approach to address this problem
is manual fact-checking by experts, which is highly labour-intensive, but more
recently automated methods that make use of external knowledge bases and
natural language processing (NLP) have been proposed [29,10], sometimes as
a tool to support the fact-checker [20]. Recent studies have demonstrated the
growing importance of social media as a source of information for many people
[21,25]. In this context it has been pointed out that a range of information types
extracted from social media and the relations between such entities are useful
for detecting fake news, e.g., [26,19]. Relations between news items and related
information signals have been modelled to extract additional features by applying
graph neural networks (GNNs) on graph structures (as discussed below), but so
far this has typically either been limited to individual social media features or
in combination with features that are not taken from social media (which makes
it hard to assess the relevance of social context only).
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To link different types of information they can be modelled as heterogeneous
graphs [21], and such networks have the capability of introducing multiple types
of relations around a news article within a single data structure, which allows
to see each graph as an independent data point. However it is not clear if such
data structures are superior compared to homogeneous graphs that model only
one relation type, as spreading and interaction behaviour between true and fake
news generally heavily differs on social media [28].

There is a substantial body of work that demonstrates the use of GNNs, but
it remains an open question as to how suitable they are for the use-case of fake
news detection with social media context features only. It is also unclear which
social media signals are most effective here and if there are significant differences
between GNN architectures. To investigate these questions, our contributions
can be summarized as follows: (1) We introduce HetSMCG, a methodology to
construct extensive Heterogeneous Social Media Context Graphs around news
articles fusing multiple types of information in a single graph and reformulate
fake news detection as a graph classification problem; (2) We evaluate a range of
experimental settings exploring information sources taken from social media only

and different GNN architectures to understand how the task can effectively be
solved; (3) We compare how performance between heterogeneous multi-relation
graphs and homogeneous single-relation graphs differs; (4) We make all our
code and in-depth experimental results available to the community to foster
reproducibility and sharing of resources.1

2 Related Work

One way of classifying the different research directions at a high level is to
distinguish content-based methods that focus on the stories themselves, context-

based approaches tapping into, e.g., social media signals and intervention-based

approaches [23]. We limit our focus on the context-based paradigm with graph-
based representations in our brief contextualization within existing related work.

The majority of context-based approaches for fake news detection use graph
structures to model relations, e.g. [4] created user-article graphs and utilized
the neighborhood structure to embed news nodes that can then be classified.
However, the number of information types is limited to users and news items. In
similar problem formulations, user-post interaction graphs are considered [18,22].
Mehta et al. [16] treat fake news detection as a node classification task based on a
large graph of users, news and publishers (though they do not model differences
in edge types and do not limit information to social media context). In follow up
work they also introduce link prediction in this graph structure to find previously
unavailable connections [17]. Lu and Li [14] also consider user graphs to extract
social interactions using GNNs. In combination with recurrent networks, that
leverage retweet patterns, they classify related news articles. Similar approaches
that use temporal retweet patterns have been proposed [8,27]. Formulating fake

1 https://github.com/doGregor/Graph-FakeNewsNet
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news detection as graph classification has been applied by Dou et al. [8]. They
calculated user representations by leveraging timeline tweet embeddings and use
the outcome as node features to model news propagation paths associated with
articles. Another propagation-based approach was introduced by Song et al. [27].
In their work graph structured temporally evolving retweet patterns have been
used to classify whether an article is fake or not. Two other approaches left
are most similar to our work [21,13]. Both are constructing large heterogeneous
graphs of articles, users, social media features like tweets, and publishers to clas-
sify news nodes as either true or fake (again not limited to social media context).
Incoming news nodes need to be integrated into this grown data structure to pro-
duce accurate results. With our approach we aim at proposing a method where
each article can be seen as an independent data point.

We conclude that graph structures are a powerful way to include different
dimensions of information and thus to improve fake news detection. However,
linking many different entity types (and not just one) in independent data struc-
tures has barely been investigated yet (and even less if we only consider infor-
mation types taken from social media in a heterogeneous way) and we aim at
contributing to filling this gap with our research.

3 Methodology and Experiments

3.1 Dataset and Graph Construction Method

The only common benchmark dataset that provides rich social context informa-
tion in network-like structures is FakeNewsNet [24] which is why we adopt it.
FakeNewsNet consists of two different datasets, Politifact and GossipCop. Both
datasets are from different domains (PolitiFact for political news and GossipCop
for entertainment stories) which allows to distinguish between domain-specific
performances. Twitter’s terms and condition state that tweets and other informa-
tion cannot be publicly released directly.2 We therefore recrawl all data (thereby
acquiring a dataset that will slightly differ from what others have used so far).

We construct a heterogeneous social media context graph G = (V , E) around
each news article. Thus, each snapshot consists of a set of disjoint vertex sets
V = VN ∪ VT ∪ VU where Vi ∩ Vj = ∅, ∀i 6= j. VN represents news articles and
|VN | = 1 for each graph. Node features for this type of vertex are obtained using
BERT-base document embeddings, i.e. ∀vn ∈ VN : vn ∈ R

768. All embeddings
are generated using flairNLP3. Set VT includes all tweets that refer to the original
news article, all tweets retweeting those posts and the latest timeline tweets of
each user. Since in our experiments we are incrementally increasing the amount
of information types in the heterogeneous graphs, the number of nodes in VT

varies depending on the experimental setup. Node features are a concatenation of
textual BERT-base document embeddings, as well as retweet count and favorite
count, i.e. ∀vt ∈ VT : vt ∈ R

770. Finally, VU is the set of user nodes where features

2 https://developer.twitter.com/en/developer-terms/agreement-and-policy
3 https://github.com/flairNLP/flair

https://developer.twitter.com/en/developer-terms/agreement-and-policy
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are a concatenation of BERT-base profile description embeddings, follower count,
friends count, favorites count and statuses count, i.e. ∀vu ∈ VU : vu ∈ R

772. We
also evaluate graphs with text embeddings only and leave out other features (e.g.
number of favorite count) in that case. Edges connecting the nodes are satisfying
constraints according to the node types they link together. More specifically, we
use at most three types of edges: tweets citing news articles ((vt, τTN , vn) ∈ E →
vt ∈ VT , vn ∈ VN ), users posting tweets (which also applies to users posting
retweets and users posting timeline tweets) ((vu, τUT , vt) ∈ E → vu ∈ VU , vt ∈
VT ) and tweets retweeting tweets ((vt, τTT , ut) ∈ E → vt ∈ VT , ut ∈ VT ). The
graphs fuse all types of information (the news piece as well as a range of different
social media context features) without any prior aggregation step.

3.2 Experimental Setup

We construct graphs by incrementally increasing the amount of included data as
follows: (1) We start with only considering tweets related to the news article; (2)
We add user profiles of the people who posted the tweets to the graphs; (3) We
include the five latest timeline posts of those users; (4) We add retweets related
to the initial Twitter posts; (5) We combine all types of information mentioned
so far. For simplicity we set the number of timeline tweets to five to keep the
relation between number of all nodes and number of timeline tweet nodes in the
graph manageable. The in-depth exploration of different settings is left as future
work. To keep the structure of graphs consistent we exclude samples where news
data are no longer available. Graphs with fewer than five vertices per node type
are skipped to make sure that at least some social media features are available
(other studies sometimes even set higher limits of e.g. a minimum of 15 tweets
[15]). Furthermore, we make all edges undirected to improve message passing
during graph convolution. For all experiments we use 5-fold cross-validation and
report the average scores as results. We keep the overall number of graphs and the
cross-validation split consistent for all setups and datasets to obtain comparable
results. The number of graphs per dataset amounts to 483 for PolitiFact (real:
235; fake: 248), 12,214 for GossipCop (real: 10,067; fake: 2,147) and thus 12,697
for the full FakeNewsNet dataset (real: 10,302; fake: 2,395) which consists of a
mixture of the two subsets.

We are also flattening all graphs into non-heterogeneous structures to under-
stand how such a setup performs compared to the one described so far. Since
homogeneous graphs do not explicitly model disjoint sets of vertices and use a
single adjacency matrix, we have to unify all feature dimensions and we do that
by either pruning all nodes to a dimension of 768 (only text) or zero-padding
all nodes to a dimension of 772. We classify each graph using two-layer vanilla
graph neural networks and evaluate three different types of graph convolution:
(1) GraphSAGE; (2) Graph Attention Convolution (GAT); (3) Heterogeneous
Graph Transformer (HGT). For details on the models we refer to our GitHub.

All models are trained with the same hyperparameter setting to obtain com-
parable results. We use 20 train epochs, a batch size of 16 and a learning-rate of
8e−5. As the number of real and fake graphs is unbalanced in terms of GossipCop
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and the full FakeNewsNet dataset, we use class weights during experiments with
those data. Our implementations are based on PyTorch Geometric4 [9].Training
and testing are executed using a single NVIDIA GTX 1080 GPU with an over-
all graphical memory size of 11GB. Even though we use high-dimensional node
features and a large number of graphs during our experiments, training and in-
ference in the described setup only take about 15 minutes on a single GPU (with
respect to the highest number of graphs).

4 Results

In line with common practice in NLP, we report precision, recall and macro F1
scores for all setups [12]. Detailed results are reported on our GitHub. As pre-
viously mentioned, the values are the average results obtained by 5-fold cross
validation. In general, excluding social features like retweet count and number
of followers yields better results than concatenating them with text embedding
to initially represent the graph nodes. We observe the highest scores for Politi-
fact with setup (5) (0.979 macro F1 and accuracy), for GossipCop with setup
(3) (0.972 macro F1 and 0.983 accuracy) and the full FakeNewsNet dataset with
setup (5) (0.966 macro F1 and 0.979 accuracy), only considering textual features.
Interestingly, we get good results for Politifact from the point of adding retweets.
Timeline tweets instead are not important. For GossipCop we observe very sim-
ilar performance for all setups after once including tweets and users. Here, the
other features (retweets and timeline tweets) do not significantly change the
model performance. As the full FakeNewsNet dataset mainly consists of Gos-
sipCop, we can observe very similar results here. The best performing GNN
convolution type is throughout all setups HGT.

The results for the setups with homogeneous graphs are all significantly lower
at p < 0.05 compared to their equivalent with heterogeneous graphs. This ob-
servation holds true for truncated and padded homogeneous graphs for all three
datasets. We demonstrate how modelling disjoint sets of nodes and multiple
types of edges improve the representation of social context and lead to overall
significantly better fake news detection performance.

For comparison, we use two recently published approaches as strong base-
lines. As we excluded some of the articles from our experiments (due to missing
social context information), we rerun both baseline systems with the same data
used in our experiments. There are many other studies reporting results on Fak-
eNewsNet (e.g. [1,8,6,27]) but we picked the two most competitive, namely: (1)
CMTR [11]: BERT classified texts that were preprocessed using summariza-
tion techniques as well as additional social media features like comments. (2)
HetTransformer [13]: node classification in a heterogeneous graph featuring
user, post and news nodes using an encoder-decoder transformer model. We use
our results obtained by the same setup (HGT and all types of information) for
comparison against the baseline scores even if this setup does not always reach

4 https://github.com/pyg-team/pytorch_geometric

https://github.com/pyg-team/pytorch_geometric
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the highest performance in each setup (to avoid cherry-picking). Table 1 reports
competitive and robust results on all datasets and a new benchmark performance
on the Politifact subset (though this not statistically significant).

Approach Politifact Gossipcop FakeNewsNet

F1 ACC F1 ACC F1 ACC

CMTR [11] 0.965 0.965 0.854** 0.922** 0.859** 0.920**

HetTransformer [13] 0.900** 0.900** 0.994** 0.997** 0.985** 0.991**

HetSMCG (our approach) 0.979 0.979 0.969 0.982 0.966 0.979
Table 1. F1 and accuracy scores for Politifact, GossipCop and the full FakeNewsNet

dataset. Significant differences to our approach (at p < 0.05 and Bonferroni correction)
are marked with with **.

5 Discussion

An interesting observation is that the results for the Politfact dataset improve
when we include retweet data in our network structures. It has already been
pointed out that fake news tend to have more retweets than real news [24],
and the results provide some support for the utility of this feature. Moreover, it
has also previously been reported that misinformation in general spreads more
effectively due to its emotionalizing content [2]. Due to the small size of the
dataset (real: 239; fake: 261), this could have a large influence on classification
performance. The much larger GossipCop and full FakeNewsNet datasets (real:
12,610; fake: 3,185) seems to be less influenced by such information type-specific
characteristics. Since we assign retweets to the same node type as article-related
tweets and user timeline tweets we address the problem of information type-
specific performance gaps. An observation that applies to every dataset is that
including all types of information leads to the best performing setup. For our
experiments we also find that there are only marginal differences between the
different GNN architectures while HGT gives the highest performance.

We should also point out some limitations of our work. Even though we
compare our results against strong, recently published baselines one needs to
be careful when reporting and interpreting improvements over existing systems,
e.g. [5]. Generalisability of insights is a related issue [3]. Providing access to all
code and data in our Github repository helps addressing this concern.

6 Conclusion

We have demonstrated how including a variety of social media context infor-
mation can improve fake news detection. By modelling the problem as a graph
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classification task using heterogeneous graph data structures we achieve compet-
itive results on a real-world dataset. Incorporating all the contextual information
at our disposal leads to the overall best performances.
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